
The technology-based service is designed to increase visibility  
and improve safety. 

Compliance+ covers all employees who drive on business - company vehicle, cash allowance 
and grey fleet drivers.  It is designed as a modular service to enable you to just select the 
services you need, which include:

Compliance+
Occupational road risk management

Compliance+ is a holistic occupational 
road risk programme. 

   Driving licence checks

   Vehicle Safety checks

   Visa to Drive – MOT checks, vehicle  
tax checks, insurance policy checks, 
fleet policy acceptance,winter checks, 
manufacturer recalls, eyesight checks

   Data aggregation

   Mileage Track+ App  
– monitoring driver behaviour

   Risk assessments and driver training

Our interactive online dashboards pull all of this information together in one place to 
enable you to gain a 360 degree view of your employees. 



Every week around 200 road deaths 
and serious injuries involve drivers 
on work related journeys.

In 2003 the Health and Safety Executive 
released a publication called “Driving at Work 
Managing Work Related Road Safety.” 
This publication issues guidance that vehicles 
are to be classed as a place of work and 
therefore fall under the same Health and 
Safety legislation as a physical workspace.

The fact that cars are classed as a place 
of work, along with several pieces of road 
traffic acts and legislations means that 
employers are obliged to develop Health and 

Safety policies to minimise the risks 
to the health and wellbeing of employees 
whilst driving a vehicle for business purposes. 
The development and effective 
implementation of these policies 
is a company’s “Duty of Care.”

In 2008, the Corporate Manslaughter and 
Corporate Homicide Act came into force  
and additional pressure was put on 
companies to act.

These pieces of legislation makes it easier 
to prosecute companies for health and safety 
failures that lead to a person’s death. 

Why do you need Compliance+?

We handle the entire end-to-end process of checking 
driving licences from only £2.50 per UK check, 
with no additional charges or annual fees.

We provide:

   DVLA Licence Checks

    International Licence Checks

   Additional Driver Licence Checks

This will benefit your business by:

     Replacing cumbersome, time consuming 
paper-based administration

    Instant licence checks via our highly secure 
web-based portal

   Management of future checks, to minimise 
exposure to risk and ensure you are compliant

   We chase employees who require checks

   Real time reporting to show status for each driver

Driving Licence Checks



Regular, audited vehicle inspections are a 
fundamental element of fleet management.

Organisations need to be confident that their 
inspection process is robust to ensure that the 
vehicle being used, whether a company, grey 
fleet, rental or pool vehicle, is safe to drive.

The good news is, drivers can now carry out 
comprehensive vehicle checks via TMC’s app. 
No more paper work.

You can select what checks the driver should 
carry out, from a comprehensive list, and at 
what frequency.

The results are reported back to the business 
in real time, confirming the vehicle is ok to 
drive, or flagging any maintenance issues.

Vehicle Safety Checks

   Drivers receive a 
notification on their 
app to carry out a 
check.

   Driver confirms they 
have completed the 
check.  They can add 
comments and upload 
photos if required. 

   The vehicle check 
functionality can also 
be used for picking 
up/returning vehicles.

Visa to Drive uses TMC’s software along with our team of expert auditors to collect, 
collate  and verify your employees’ documentation to meet your duty of care obligations.

Using our Mileage Track app, employees can use their device’s camera to upload 
documentation, or they can upload it to our online system.

We provide a full service to support compliance with local market legislation. And because  
every fleet is different, we’ve designed Visa to Drive so the company can select the specific 
 services they need.

Visa to Drive



Risk associated with driving is often looked at in silos – licences are checked, telematics 
systems are installed, but it’s only by pulling all of this information together that you can see 
the full picture of each driver.

We can take feeds from your telematics, fuel card and insurance providers and overlay it with 
feeds from your leasing company(s) data, mileage and duty of care data 
to create a 360-degree view of each driver.

Data Aggregation

Visa to Drive includes:

 MOT Checks

 Fleet Policy Acceptance

 Grey Fleet Insurance Policies

 Tax Checks

Eyesight Checks

Recalls

Winter Checks

We chase employees for incomplete documentation and, because we provide payroll files,  
we can also stop payments to employees, fine employees or deduct fuel costs in full,  
depending on your policy, if they don’t comply.

Mileage Track app

   Speeding

   Harsh Braking

   Acceleration

   Cornering

   Phone Usage  
(excluding Bluetooth calls)

Our award winning app Mileage Track+ offers trip recording 
with the additional benefit of driver behaviour scoring – the 
ideal solution for ensuring the safety and wellbeing of your 
drivers whilst on the go.

We use the device’s in-built accelerometer, gyroscope and 
GPS to gather  
telemetry data to report on:

Drivers are scored on each of the above for every trip and can see their average score on their 
app dashboard.

Driver scoring is consolidated in an online dashboard, which you can use to analyse the 
safety and performance of your fleet.



All of our Compliance+ solutions are fully 
compliant with data protection laws.

Risk Assessments

When assessing the safety of your fleet, we begin with risk assessments and analyse the 
current level of potential risk within your fleet.

Training Types

Online Training

Our modules are purposely designed to tackle 
driver behaviour by creating a supportive, 
skill-enhancing environment. They are short 
and engaging, using the latest research 
to stimulate learning.

We have a suite of over 27 e-learning 
modules that can be accessed online.

In-Vehicle Driver Training

In-vehicle training may be an appropriate 
control measure for very high-risk drivers. 
These individual drivers will be identified 
during the risk assessment process and 
training sessions will be bespoke and specific 
to their needs. 

We can also run bespoke training courses for 
new employees and specialist driving roles.

We evaluate:

  The driver

  The driver’s attitude

  The journeys driven

  The vehicles used

Depending on the level 
of risk, we advise either:

  No action required

  Online training

   In-vehicle driver 
training

From this information 
we generate a report 
which categorises the 
drivers into three groups:

  Low risk

  Medium risk

  High risk

Risk Assessments & Driver Training

For more information on Compliance+ and how we can help your organisation 
have complete control and visibility over your fleet, please contact us on: 
t: +44 (0) 1270 525 218 e: reply@tmc.co.uk w: tmc.co.uk

The outcomes of the online risk assessments and driver training flow directly into TMC’s 
Data hub providing consolidated data for you, the employee and your business.


